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transfer) and a large structural change of the protein [14, 15] . Although time-resolved Laue diffraction studies proposed structural models of the intermediates [17] , the relevance of the proposed pB structure (PDB: 1TS0) as an intermediate of the photocycle is a matter of debate. In Laue diffraction studies, the pB intermediate has a H-bond between Arg52 and pCA [17] , whereas solution structures of the pB state argue a high degree of disorder in residues 42-56 [18] (discussed in Ref. [19] ).
On the other hand, time-resolved Laue diffraction studies identified the pR CW intermediate [17] . The pR CW intermediate structure [17] was proposed to correspond to the pR species [14] [15] [16] observed in spectroscopic studies. The pR state decays to the pB state as a result of PT from Glu46 to pCA with the rate coefficient of 250 s [14, 15] , which is consistent with that of 333 s for the pR CW decay [17] . To our best knowledge solution structures of the pR state have not been reported.
Interestingly, the O Glu46 -O pCA bond is unusually short, 2.47 Å in the pR CW structure (1.60-Å resolution) [17] , which may argue against the presence of an LBHB in the ground state proposed in Ref.
[8]. In general, a H-bond donor-acceptor distance can be the shortest when the pK a difference between donor and acceptor moieties is nearly zero. This is why LBHB and single-well H-bonds are shorter than standard (asymmetric double-well) H-bonds ( Figure 1 ) [11, [20] [21] [22] . If the presence of the shorter O Glu46 -O pCA bond in the pR CW state relative to the ground state is plausible, this will suggest that "matching pK a " between the H-bond donor and acceptor moieties is not satisfied in the ground state (at least, less likely than in the pR CW state).
To understand energetics of the unusually short O Glu46 -O pCA bond in the pR CW structure, the influence of Tyr42 (i.e, another H-bond partner of pCA) on the O Glu46 -O pCA H-bond is to be clarified. The LBHB O Glu46 -O pCA bond was originally proposed to stabilize "the isolated negative charge" originating from ionized pCA in the protein inner core [8] . However, the presence of the polar residue Tyr42 that donates an H bond to pCA (O Tyr42 -O pCA = 2.50 Å [23] to 2.52 Å [8]) in the ground state appeared to play a role in stabilizing the ionized chromophore ( Figure 1 ) and is possibly an implication that the O Glu46 -O pCA bond does not necessarily require characteristics of an LBHB to exist in the protein environment.
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On the other hand, in the pR state the presence of the O Glu46 -O pCA H bond has been confirmed in spectroscopic studies (e.g., the O Glu46 -O pCA H bond is stronger in pR relative to pG [4] ), while the presence of the O Tyr42 -O pCA is unclear. If the O Tyr42 -O pCA H-bond is absent in the pR CW state, pK a (pCA) relative to pK a (Glu46) is expected to be significantly different from that in the ground state, which can affect the O Glu46 -O pCA bond length. Indeed, the O Glu46 -O pCA bond is significantly short (2.51 Å) in the Y42F crystal structure [24] relative to the native PYP (2.57 Å [8, 23] ). Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic studies also have suggested that the O Glu46 -O pCA bond is stronger in the Y42F mutant than in the native PYP [25] .
To evaluate how formation of a unusually short H-bond is energetically possible in PYP, we analyzed the H-bond energetics adopting a quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) approach based on the atomic coordinates of the PYP crystal structures including the pR CW [17] and Y42F [24] structures.
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES
QM/MM calculations. The atomic coordinates were taken from the X-ray structures of the native (PDB ID codes 1OT9 or 1OTB) [23] and Y42F (1F9I) [24] , PYP proteins and the Laue crystal structure of the pR CW (1TS7) intermediate [17] . To gain better understanding of the electronic structure of the chromophore pCA, and the residues in the H-bond network, namely Tyr42, Glu46, Thr50, and Cys69, we performed large-scale QM/MM calculations for the entire PYP protein. Note that the calculated O Glu46 -O pCA H-bond length remained unchanged even when Cys69 was involved in the MM region. We employed the so-called electrostatic embedding QM/MM scheme [26] and used the Qsite [27] program code as performed in previous studies [28] . The detailed geometry of QM region was optimized under the influence of MM electrostatic/steric field (see PYP_SI.pdb in SI for geometry). We employed the restricted DFT method with the B3LYP functional and LACVP**+ basis sets. For the QM/MM calculations, we added additional counter ions to neutralize the whole system. H-bond potential-energy. For following the proton transfer (PT) pathways, we employed an iterative (constrained) QM/MM geometry optimizations with fixing the selected reaction coordinate. First, we prepared for the QM/MM optimized geometry without constraints, and we used the resulting geometry as the initial geometry. Next, the reaction coordinate was defined as a linear combination of two PT 
where  H 0 and  H represent the limiting chemical shifts of the separate fictive groups OH and the excess chemical shift of the quasi-symmetric complex, respectively, and m is an empirical parameter. q 2 is given in eq. 1. Using eqs.
(1) and (2), the  H can also be obtained, regarding q 2 as the donor-acceptor (O donor -O acceptor ) distance. We used the same parameters as used in Ref.
[34], i.e., r 0 = 0.93, q 2min = 2.36,  H 0 = 7.9,  H = 13, and m = 1.1, as done in a previous study [32] .
RESULTS
Influence of Tyr42 on the O Glu46 -O pCA bond properties. In the QM/MM geometry, the O Glu46 -O pCA bond of 2.51 Å in the Y42F mutant is shorter than the bond of 2.57 Å in the native PYP, in agreement with the crystal structure [24] ( On the other hand, the H-bond between the carbonyl group of pCA and the amide group of Cys69, which is present in the the [short O Glu46 -O pCA ] geometry but absent in the pR CW structure [17] .
Irrespective of the difference in the H-bond pattern of Cys69, the O Glu46 -O pCA bond lengths are similarly, unusually short in the two structures (Tables 1 and 3) . Hence, the presence/absence of the H-bond of Cys69 on the O Glu46 -O pCA length appears to be much less crucial to the O Glu46 -O pCA bond length than that of Tyr42.
DISCUSSION
Presence of a single-well H bond in the pR CW intermediate structure in time-resolved Laue crystallography. The O Glu46 -O pCA bond is unusually short, 2.47 Å in the pR CW structure (Table 3) .
However, the H atom positions and thus far H-bond pattern are yet not known from the crystal structure.
The QM/MM calculations reproduced the unusually short H-bond distance (2.49 Å) on the basis of the pR CW structure only when the [short O Glu46 -O pCA ] H-bond geometry ( Figure 2 ) was assumed (Table 3) . profile of a single-well H-bond only suggests that movement of a proton is easier than in a standard Hbond due to the absence of the energy barrier.) Breakage of the short O Glu46 -O pCA H bond can occur as a result of the large structural change, which is driven by the photon energy stored in the system [38] .
Hence, the pR intermediate can lower the energy to proceed the pB state by abolishing the unusually
Here, one may also rediscover the so-called "principle of frustration", where in the folding process, proteins (may not completely eliminate but at least) need to minimize frustration [39] . In terms of the "local" H-bond network of pCA, formation of the unusually short H-bond is energetically allowed (or favored) at the stage of the pR intermediate. However, this is not the energetically lowest state of the "entire" protein, which can also be understood by pR being followed by pB.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The presence of the shorter O Glu46 -O pCA bond (2.47 Å) in the pR CW crystal structure [17] relative to the ground state structure (2.57 Å) indicates that the "equal pK a " requirement for formation of a single- ~2.5 Å in the pR CW structure [17] nor become stronger in pR as observed in FTIR studies [4] . An LBHB or a single-well H-bond is less likely to form between Glu46 and pCA as long as Tyr42 provides an H bond to pCA in the native PYP.
The present case clearly shows that the formation of a short symmetrical H bond does not necessarily help to decrease the total energy of the active site. Comparison of the energetics of the two possible Hbond patterns in the same protein unambiguously enabled us to realize that merely focusing on a short H bond might lead to neglect of the total energy. Although pK a should refer to free energy rather than energy, it can be practically assumed to result in the same tendency [40] , in particular for the case with short H bonds where the proton motion is considerably restricted due to the presence of the donor and acceptor moieties in the protein environment. Note that pK a is not for a proton release from the O donor - 
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The two energy profiles describe the total QM/MM energy of the entire system, including both QM and MM regions. 
